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Download the Premiere Pro CS6 full installer to get started. Adobe® Premiere® Pro CS6 software combines incredible performance
with a sleek, revamped user interface and a host of fantastic new creative features, including Adobe® Dynamic Link™, Filmstrip
editing, added audio-mixing controls, variable audio-speed playback, time remapping, a wide range of input and output formats, and
more. More than just a collection of tools, Adobe® Premiere® Pro CS6 software is an experienced editor’s movie studio that makes the
editing process faster and more intuitive than ever. The Color Board - Show and edit your color correction decisions in real time.
Timeline - Work with multiple projects, tracks, layers, and timelines simultaneously. Adobe® After Effects® CC Adobe® After
Effects® CC software brings all the same design and motion effects and transitions you would expect from Adobe® Premiere® Pro,
along with powerful new features that make tracking, matching and composition editing simple and straightforward. Add emotion to
your productions with the wide range of motion effects and transitions in After Effects. Whether you’re looking for a basic fade effect
or a complex dissolve, you’ll find it here. See what’s going on in your composition with the new Real-Time Composite feature, which lets
you compare and create a composite of individual video or image sequences at any time. Adobe® Audition® CC Adobe® Audition®
CC software is designed to help you convert, edit, and mix audio for a range of applications, including broadcast, the web, home theater,
and film. You’ll get everything you need to audition, edit, polish, and master audio, from basic effects to complex mixing. With Audition
CC you’ll be able to work with music, vocals, and audio that was recorded on location. And you’ll get tools that let you apply different
effects to specific sections of your audio track, and even do the mixing for you. With Audition’s audio editing tools, you can easily trim,
cut, mix, and copy audio—all with a single mouse click. Adobe® Audition® CC software is designed to help you convert, edit, and mix
audio for a range of applications, including broadcast, the web, home theater, and film. You’ll get everything you need to audition, edit,
polish
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